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Configurational entropy for adsorbed linear species „k -mers …
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~Received 27 June 2000; accepted 26 March 2001!

The configurational entropy of interacting linear molecules (k-mers! absorbed on a regular lattice is
addressed through analytical as well as numerical methods. The general definitions for
computational exact calculations ofk-mers lattice-gas entropy are presented. In addition, theoretical
basis for accurate analytical estimations of the entropy of reference states are given. The coverage
and temperature dependence of the configurational entropy of interacting adsorbed dimers on one
and two-dimensional lattices are obtained. A novel phase behavior ofk-mers lattice-gas is shown
and discussed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1372187#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computational as well as analytical accurate calculati
of configurational entropy and free energy are of major s
nificance to develop a complete picture of generaliz
lattice-gas thermodynamics of adsorbates. We refer to g
eralized lattice-gas as the one in which ad-particles are p
atomic, having more than one constituting unit and, hen
occupying several lattice sites.

The advantages of Monte Carlo~MC! methods to calcu-
late thermal averages of physical observables such as
total energy, energy fluctuations, density, etc., are w
known. However, the calculation of other quantities, like t
entropy and the free energy, poses a much hig
difficulty.1,2 Among the available methods, thermodynam
integration is widely used and practically applicable.3,4 How-
ever, in order to obtain the entropy,S, of a given state, the
entropy ,S0, of a reference state must be known. The lack
knowledge ofS0 is a major limitation for the application o
thermodynamic integration to many physical models. T
methodologies~one numerical and one analytical! are pre-
sented here to calculateS0 for polyatomic gases.

For a lattice-gas, the more elaborated the model is,
more difficult it becomes to getS0, either exactly or by
means of analytical approximations. In particular, the latti
gas properties ofk-mers~dimers, trimers, and longer specie!
are not well-known because of the difficulties arising in t
calculation of their thermodynamic functions.

Although, adsorption of polyatomic species~or the iso-
morphous problem of binary solution of a polymer phase a
a monoatomic solvent! has been addressed long ago5–7 in
ideal systems, the correct density dependence of config
tional entropy of a simple system such as noninterac
dimers on a two-dimensional regular lattice is still unknow
The properties of interacting particles have been less stu
in detail and approximations relying on mean-field assum
tions are the most usual theoretical treatments.6–8

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
froma@unsl.edu.ar
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In this work, the thermodynamics of simple adsorb
polyatomic gases is addressed through computational as
as analytical techniques. A computational methodology
highly accurate entropy calculations of interacting adsorb
k-mers is introduced, which relies upon the definition of
artificial Hamiltonian associated with the system of inter
for which the entropy of a reference state can be exa
known. Thermodynamic integration is then applied to obt
the entropy in a given state of the system of interest.

In addition, the general relationship between surfa
coverage and chemical potential in statistical mechanic
reinterpreted as to provide a straightforward way for the c
culation of the entropy of the reference state.

Hereforth, the basis for calculations ofS in k-mers
lattice-gas are presented by means of thermodynamic i
gration from a reference state of an artificial system to a s
of the system of interest through the high temperature reg
of the thermodynamic space. The general definitions of
artificial system related to the system of interest are given
Secs. II and III. A new analytical approximation to calcula
the entropy of the reference state is presented in Sec. IV.
accuracy of the method is checked against exact analy
calculations in one-dimensional lattices. Then, in Sec. V,
behavior of the entropy as a function of coverage and te
perature is discussed for dimers.

II. LATTICE-GAS MODEL FOR THE ADSORPTION OF
POLYATOMIC MOLECULES

In our lattice-gas model for adsorption with multisi
occupancy in the monolayer regime, we consider hom
nuclear lineark-mers on a lattice with constant connectivi
~square lattices are used in this work!. Adsorbate molecules
are modeled as a linear array ofk identical units with con-
stant bond length equal to the lattice constanta. Thek-mers
can only lie flat on the surface occupyingk lattice sites~each
lattice site can only be singly-occupied!. The surface is rep-
resented by an array ofM adsorptive sites. The Hamiltonia
of N k-mers adsorbed onM sites at a given temperatureT is
described by the occupation variablesci $ i 51, . . . ,M %,
which can take the valuesci50 or 1, if the sitei is empty or
il:
2 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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occupied by ak-mer unit, respectively. Assuming that
k-mer retains its structure upon adsorption and desorpt
the Hamiltonian is given by

H5
w

2 (
( i , j )8

cicj2N~k21!w1eo(
i

ci , ~1!

wherew is the nearest neighbor~NN! interaction energy cor-
responding to repulsive~attractive! interaction forw.0 (w
,0), (i , j )8 represents pairs of NN sites, andeo is the ad-
sorption energy of ak-mer unit. The termN(k21)w is sub-
tracted in Eq.~1! because the summation over all the pairs
NN sites overestimates the total energy by includingN(k
21) bonds belonging to theN adsorbed dimers. Finally,eo

is set equal zero for simplicity, without any loss of gener
ity.

III. CONFIGURATIONAL ENTROPY FOR ADSORBED
K-MERS IN THE CANONICAL ENSEMBLE
THROUGH THERMODYNAMIC INTEGRATION

Given a lattice-gas ofN interacting k-mers, each of
which occupiesk sites on a regular lattice withM sites at
temperatureT, from the basic relationship

~]S/]T!N,M5
1

T
~]U/]T!N,M ~2!

it follows

S~N,M ,T!5S~N,M ,`!1 ÈT dU

T
. ~3!

S(N,M ,T) is readily calculated ifS(N,M ,`) ~reference
state! is known, given that the integral in the second term c
be accurately estimated by MC simulation. SinceS(N,M ,`)
;N,M cannot be exactly calculated fork-mer adsorption by
analytical means@it is worth mentioning that only for mono
atomic lattice-gasS(N,M ,`) is known#, in the following we
present a general numerical methodology to obtain the
tropy of generalized lattice-gas in a reference state.

If an artificial lattice-gas is defined from the system
interest~henceforth referred to as the original system! such
that it fulfills the condition,

S̃A~N,M ,`!5 lim
T→`

SA~N,M ,T!

M
5 lim

T→`

S~N,M ,T!

M

5S̃~N,M ,`!, ~4!

whereS̃A and S̃ denote the entropy per site of the artifici
and original systems, respectively, then the integral in
~3! can be separated into two terms. Thus,

S̃~N,M ,T!5S̃A~N,M ,`!1 ÈT

dŨ/T

5S̃A~N,M ,0!1E
0

`

dŨA /T1 ÈT

dŨ/T, ~5!

where ŨA and Ũ are the mean total energy per site of t
artificial and original system, respectively~both integrals can
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be evaluated by MC in the canonical ensemble!. The general
definition of the artificial reference system follows.

Let us assume the original system to be a discrete sys
of N particles on M sites with HamiltonianH(N,M ,i )
5E(N,M ,i ) i Pg; whereE(N,M ,i )5 finite ; i Pg, is the
potential energy in thei th configuration among the set o
accessible configurationsg. The original system can only
have access to those configurations withing; the total
amount of configurations ing is GT(N,M ) $in a lattice gas
of N monomers with single-site occupancy ofM sites,
GT(N,M )5M !/ @N!( M2N)!)] %.

The Hamiltonian of the artificial system,HA , follows
from:

Definition 1: HA , is defined as HA(N,M , j )
5EA(N,M , j )5 finite ; j PgA , whereEA and gA5g have
analogous meanings to those given above forE and g, re-
spectively. This ensures that the set of accessible config
tions for the original system and the artificial system a
equal ~althoughgA5g, the energy of the configurations i
the artificial system may be, in general, different from t
one in the original system!.

Definition 2: The potential energy of the accessible co
figurations (j PgA) for the artificial system take the follow
ing values:

EA~N,M , j o!50 j oPgA ,
~6!

EA~N,M , j !.0 j Þ j o j PgA .

Definition 2 means that a given configuration~the j 0th!
is selected arbitrarily fromgA and defined as the nondege
erate ground state of the artificial lattice-gas; conseque
SA(N,M ,0)50. In practice, the configurationj 0 can be eas-
ily chosen.

An example for adsorbed dimers follows in order
make this point clear. Let us consider adsorbed dimers o
square lattice with interaction between NN dimer’s heads
shown in Fig. 1~original system!. For this system there is no
rigorous expression ofS̃(N,M ,`) for N.0 in the thermo-
dynamic limit (N→`, N/M→constant).

To build up an artificial system fulfilling the Definition
~1! and ~2!, we take the following steps:

FIG. 1. Dimers (N510) adsorbed on a square lattice ofM564 sites. Typi-
cal nearest neighbor~NN! units are labeled. This represents the system
interest~original!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~i! The number of particles, size and geometry of t
lattice is kept as in the original system.

~ii ! The interaction energy between NN units is set
zero.

~iii ! An adsorption energy is introduced for the lattice si
~representing, for each site, the interaction betwe
the lattice and the unit of the dimer adsorbed on it,
the artificial system!, in such a way that two types o
sites are defined, strong and weak, with energieseS

andeW , respectively, beingeS,eW . For N adsorbed
dimers we choose 2N strong sites conveniently on th
lattice. For instance, in Fig. 2~a! a possible distribu-
tion of strong and weak sites is depicted, whe
circles and squares are sites of energyeS and eW ,
respectively.

~iv! It is assumed that dimers in a particular direction a
energetically favored. This is formally handled by i
troducing a virtual external field such that the intera
tion energy between the dimers and the field
wn521 if the nth dimer is vertically aligned and
wn50 otherwise~this choice is obviously arbitrary!.
Care must be taken if periodic boundary conditio

FIG. 2. ~a! Square lattice ofM564 sites representing the lattice of th
artificial system; strong and weak sites are symbolized by circles
squares, respectively.~b! Configuration ofN510 dimers in the lowest en-
ergy state~ground state! according to the artificial Hamiltonian of Eq.~7!.
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are applied to ensure that the state of minimum ene
is unique. Then, the Hamiltonian of the artificial sy
tem for this example is given by

HA5(
i 51

M

e ici1 (
n51

N

wn , ~7!

where e i5eS521 if the site is strong ande i5eW

50 if the site is weak.

Thus, the ground state of the artificial system is the o
shown in Figure 2~b!, which is nondegenerate, givin
S̃A(N,M ,0)50.

The calculation ofS̃(N,M ,T) through Eq.~5! is straight-
forward and computationally simple, since the temperat
dependence ofŨA(T) andŨ(T) is evaluated at constant cov
erage for various values ofT following the standard proce
dure of Monte Carlo simulation in the canonical ensem
~based on the Metropolis scheme9!. Then,ŨA(T) and Ũ(T)
are spline-fitted and numerically integrated. It should
mentioned thatŨA(T) and Ũ(T) are obtained by using the
Hamiltonians of Eqs.~7! and ~1!, respectively, in the transi
tion probabilities of the Monte Carlo procedure. Two typic
curves of 1/kBT vs Ũ are shown in Fig. 3, for attractive an
repulsive dimers on a square lattice. In order to evaluate
accuracy of the methodology, we calculate the coverage
temperature dependence of the entropy of interacting dim
on one and two-dimensional lattices and compare the res
with analytical solutions and MC results of earlie
studies.10–13

IV. ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATION FOR THE
ENTROPY OF THE REFERENCE STATE:
OCCUPATION BALANCE

The analytical treatment is an alternative way to estim
the entropy in a reference state. However, one of the bo
necks in the estimation ofS̃(N,M ,T) for polyatomic lattice-
gas is the lack of simple strategies to approximate

d

FIG. 3. Mean total energy per site~in units of the interaction energyw) for
dimers on a square lattice with nearest neighbor interaction energyw at
fixed coverageu50.5. ~a! Open circles and top x-axis correspond to attra
tive dimers. ~b! Full circles and bottom x-axis correspond to repulsi
dimers. Simulations were carried out in the canonical ensemble and sym
represent averages over typically 106 MC configurations, after 105– 106

equilibration steps.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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counting of configurational degeneracy at finite covera
This is one major reason for the relative underdevelopm
of statistical thermodynamics ofk-mers.

Here we propose an approximation toS̃ for dimers on a
regular lattice at infinite temperature, based on general a
ments leading to very accurate results.

The mean number of particles in the adlayer,N̄, and the
chemical potential,m, are related through the following gen
eral relationship in the grand canonical ensemble,

N̄5lF] ln J~M ,l!

]l G
M

, ~8!

wherel5exp(m/kBT) andJ is the grand partition function
By solving for l21 in Eq. ~8!, we get

l215
1

N̄
F] ln J~M ,l!

]l G
M

5
R̄~M ,l!

N̄
, ~9!

where the quantityR̄(M ,l) can be proven to be the mea
number of states available to a particle onM sites atl. If
Yt(M ,N) and Ri(M ,N) denote the total number of distin
guishable configurations ofN particles onM sites and the
number of states available to the (N11)th particle in thei th
configuration@out of Yt(M ,N)#, respectively, then

Yt~M ,N11!5 (
i 51

Yt(M ,N)

Ri~M ,N!. ~10!

The total number of indistinguishable configurations
(N11) particles onM sites can be obtained from Eq.~10! as

Gt~M ,N11!5
Yt~M ,N11!

~N11!!
5

( i 51
Yt(M ,N)Ri~M ,N!

~N11!!

5
N!

~N11!! (
i 51

Gt(M ,N)

Ri~M ,N!

5
1

N11 (
i 51

Gt(M ,N)

Ri~M ,N!. ~11!

The average ofRi(M ,N) over a grand canonical en
semble is

R̄~M ,l!5^Ri~M ,N!&5
1

J (
N50

Nm H lN(
i 51

Gt

Ri~M ,N!J
5

1

J (
N50

Nm21

~N11!lNGt~M ,N11!

5
l21

J (
N851

Nm

lN8N8Gt~M ,N8!5
N̄

l
,

~12!

as already advanced in Eq.~9!. N85N11, Nm is the maxi-
mum number of particles that fit in the lattice, an
Ri(M ,Nm)50.

The advantage of using Eq.~9! to calculate the coverag
dependence of the fugacityl can be visualized by conside
ing the adsorption of dimers in the monolayer regim
R̄@M ,l(N̄)#5R̄(M ,N̄) for dimers ~occupying two neares
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neighbor lattice sites! is, to first order,14 R̄(M ,N̄)'cM/2
2(2c21)N̄, where the second terms account for the me
number of states excluded by the adsorbed dimers on a
tice with connectivityc. Thus,

lim
M→`

l21' lim
M→`

cM/22~2c21!

N̄
5

c

u
2~2c21!, ~13!

where limM→`2N̄/M5u.
The term (2c21) overestimates the number of exclud

states because of simultaneous exclusion of neighboring
ticles. Then, the approximation can be further refined by c
sidering the mean number of states that are simultaneo
excluded byN̄ dimers,L̄(M ,N̄). It is possible to demonstrat
that, in general,R̄(M ,N̄)5cM/22(2c21)N̄1L̄(M ,N̄) for
straight k-mers. In addition,L̄(M ,N̄)'N(N21)L̄(M ,2)/2,
where L̄(M ,2) is the number of states simultaneously e
cluded by pairs of dimers~which can be calculated from th
two-body partition function!. Then, forc54 it follows

lim
M→`

l215 lim
M→`

2M27N̄1L̄~M ,N̄!

N̄

' lim
M→`

1

N̄
F2M27N̄1

9N̄~N̄21!

~2M27!
G

'
4

u
271

9

4
u1O~u2!. ~14!

Finally,

l21'
4

u
271

9

4
u1au2, ~15!

where the constanta53/4 is determined from the limit con
dition l→` for u→1.

From the thermodynamic relationshipm5(]F/]N)M ,T

(F denotes the Helmholtz free energy!, the entropy per lat-
tice siteS̃(u) can be evaluated in the limitT→` as follows:

m

kBT
5 ln l52

1

kB
lim

M ,T→`
F]S~M ,N,T!

]N G
M ,T

52
2

kB
FdS̃~u!

du
G . ~16!

Then

S̃~u!

kB
52

1

2E0

u

ln l~u8!du8. ~17!

From Eqs.~15! and ~17! we obtain

S̃~u!

kB
5

u

2 F ln
3

4
2 ln u22G2

~12u!

2
ln~12u!

2
~A2u!

2
ln~A2u!

1
~B1u!

2
ln~B1u!1

A

2
ln A2

B

2
ln B, ~18!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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whereA52(A7/321) andB52(A7/311).
The coverage and temperature dependence of the

tropy for attractive and repulsive dimers on one-dimensio
and two-dimensional lattices are shown in Figs. 4 and 5
discussed below in Sec. IV.

Analytical results from Eq.~18! are shown in Fig. 5 and
compared with the corresponding ones from the thermo
namic integration method with an artificial reference syste
A remarkable agreement between the occupation balance
proximation and thermodynamic integration is observed.

It is worth pointing out that a similar degree of approx
mation within the formalism of the virial expansion yield
significantly more limited result forS̃(u) ~also shown in
Fig. 5!.

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Attractive interactingk-mers in one dimension show
asymmetry ofS̃(u,T) with respect tou50.5 for k.1 and
the overall effect of the attraction is a decrease ofS̃(u,T) for
all coverage asuwu/kBT increases. For repulsive dimers

FIG. 4. Configurational entropy per site~in units of kB) vs the surface
coverage for dimers on one-dimensional lattice. Symbols are results
thermodynamic integration using an artificial system as presented in
work; ~a! full circles, noninteracting dimers (w/kBT50); ~b! full squares,
repulsive dimersw/kBT53; ~c! full triangles, repulsive dimersw/kBT
510; ~d! open squares, attractive dimersw/kBT523; ~c! open triangles,
attractive dimersw/kBT5210. Lines are exact results from Ref. 12.

FIG. 5. Idem Fig. 4 for dimers on square lattice. Symbols are results f
thermodynamic integration as presented here;~a! full circles, noninteracting
dimers (w/kBT50); ~b! full squares, repulsive dimersw/kBT53; ~c! full
triangles, repulsive dimersw/kBT→`; ~d! open squares, attractive dime
w/kBT521.45; ~e! open triangles, attractive dimersw/kBT→2`. Dashed
line corresponds to virial expansion up to orderu2; full line is the result
from occupation balance method@Eq. ~18!#.
Downloaded 15 Aug 2001 to 129.217.220.27. Redistribution subject to A
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one dimension,S̃(u,T) develops a sharp minimum atu
52/3 as T decreases, corresponding to a nondegene

ground stateS̃(2/3,0)50. No phase transition are related
this minimum, as it is well-known for one-dimension
lattice-gas with short ranged interactions. As shown in F
4, the results from the thermodynamic integration from
artificial system agree absolutely with exact calculations
cently presented.13

On the other hand, the two minima for repulsive dime
on a square lattice~Fig. 5! represent a second-order pha
transition with critical temperatures Tc(u51/2)
'0.33uwu/kB and Tc(u52/3)'0.20uwu/kB, respectively, in
full agreement with estimations from finite-size analysis
order-parameter cumulants.11 Ground states with zero en
tropy per site correspond to the ordered structures au
51/2 andu52/3, which was confirmed by means of finite
size analysis, as shown in Fig. 6 for dimers atu51/2 and
u52/3. These results show that the predictions of a grou
state with finite entropy per lattice site foru52/3 ~and the
appearance of additional minima foru.2/3), presented in
Ref. 15 from transfer matrix approximation, are artifacts
the calculation technique.

S̃(u,T) for attractive dimers~nearest neighbor interac
tions! is also shown forT.Tc andT,Tc . It should be noted
that from the limiting coverages of the linear portion

S̃(u,T) vs u in Fig. 5, the coverages of the phase diagra
lattice-gas/lattice-liquid can be obtained at the given te
perature.

Computational as well analytical methodologies ha
been presented for the calculation of the entropy of the
erence state. The detailed balance counting strategy app
to outperform significantly the virial formalism. In addition
the thermodynamic integration based on artificial Ham
tonian is a reliable methodology to gain insight into the cr
cal properties and phase behavior of complex lattice-ga
short linear adsorbates. New features of adsorbed dim
have been reported from the coverage and temperature
pendence analysis of configurational entropy.

m
is

FIG. 6. Configurational entropy per site~in units ofkB) vs the reciprocal of
the lattice size,M 21, for dimers on square lattice atu51/2 andu52/3.
Symbols are results from the simulation method presented in Sec. II;
squares, dimers atu51/2; full circles, dimers atu52/3. Full lines corre-

spond to exact analytical calculation ofS̃/kB at these particular coverages

S̃/kB(u51/2)5M 21 ln 8 andS̃/kB(u52/3)5M 21 ln 31M21/2 ln 2.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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